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Carolyn Abraham explores the stunning power and ethical pitfalls of using genetic tests to answer

questions of genealogy--by cracking the genome of her own family.Â Recently, tens of thousands of

people have been drawn to mail-order DNA tests to learn about their family roots. Abraham

investigates whether this burgeoning new science can help solve 2 mysteries that have haunted her

multi-racial family for more than a century. Both hinge on her enigmatic great-grandfathers--a hero

who died young and a scoundrel who disappeared. Can the DNA they left behind reveal their stories

from beyond the grave?Â Armed with DNA kits, Abraham criss-crosses the globe, taking cells from

relatives and strangers, a genetic journey that turns up far more than she bargained for--ugly truths

and moral quandaries. With lively writing and a compelling personal narrative, The Juggler's

Children tackles profound questions around the genetics of identity, race and humanity, and tells a

big story about our small world, with vivid proof that genes bind us all to the branches of one family

tree.
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The Juggler's Children is about the Canadian author's "dance between DNA and documentary

evidence, science and paper" as she sets out to uncover the mysterious origins of two of her

great-grandfathers, one of whom she inherited her surname from ("the juggler"). At the beginning of

the book there are two family tree charts, one for the descendants of each of these

great-grandfathers who married and fathered children in India but originally came from somewhere

else (China and Jamaica, probably). In hindsight I should have drawn another family tree chart for



the Crooks family in Jamaica as I read what her research uncovered there, as it was not so easy

keeping up with the Crookses, but I was in too much of a hurry to find out what happened next. I

guess it could not have been included in the book without giving too much of the story away.Even

though my 100% European ancestry is not nearly as interesting as the author's, I can identify with

so much of what she wrote having similar family mysteries of my own to solve. Regardless, I am a

sucker for a good detective story. I also learnt some history, geography and science in the

process.The book would also be a good primer for a "genetic virgin". It discusses genetic genealogy

in layman's terms and illustrates the various pitfalls of genetic testing and analysis via the author's

personal story. Her experiences demonstrate the limitations of both science and paper, and hence

the value of using both to corroborate each other. Abraham is a science writer and wove various

milestones in genetics and genetic genealogy into her story. However, science has already

progressed somewhat since the Abraham family undertook genetic testing.
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